340                     COMPLETE  SPECIFICATIONS.
in such foundation concrete as in the opinion of the engineer of bridges needs such strengthening, and no extra charge, except the actual cost of handling the game, shall be made by the contractor for such work, but the volume of such iron shall be estimated as concrete.
17.    Where I-beams are to be placed in the angles of concrete piers as a protection against ice, drift, etc., these shall be set up and securely held in position so that they will extend one foot or more into the foundation concrete.    The planking of molds shall be fitted carefully to the projecting angles of these I-beams and small fillets of wood shall be fitted in between the inner faces of the mold and the rounded edges of the I-beam flanges so that no sharp projecting angle of concrete will be formed as the work is constructed.
These fillets may be made in short pieces and fastened neatly into the mold as the layers of concrete are carried up. " Such I-beams will generally be furnished of sufficient length to extend at least six inches above, the top of the battered ma-                            I
sonry into the concrete copings, and special pains shall be taken                            f
to tamp the concrete thoroughly around the I-beams, and to                           |
finish the coping above and around the ends of the same, so as                           *
to make a compact and solid bearing against the iron work.                               }
18.    Where anchor bolts for bridge seat castings are required, they shall be set in place and held firmly as to position                           i and elevation, by templets, securely fastened to the mold and                           | framing.    Such I-beams and anchor bolts shall be embedded in                           j' the concrete work without additional expense beyond the price
to be paid per yard for the several classes of concrete in which
such iron is placed, the volume of iron being estimated as                           '
concrete.
19.    After the work is finished and thoroughly set,  all                           ' molds shall be removed by the contractor.    They shall gener-                           * ally be allowed to stand not less than forty-eight hours after
the last concrete work shall have been done.    In cold weather,
molds shall be allowed to stand a longer period before being                           '
removed, depending upon the degree of cold.    No molds shall
be removed in freezing weather, nor until after the concrete
shall have had at least forty-eight hours, with the thermometer
at or above 40 degrees F., in which to set.
PLACING CONCRETE.                                                                            ^
We»
20.    Concrete shall generally be placed in the work in layers not exceeding six inches in thickness, and, in general, one layer shall be entirely completed before another one is commenced.    If delivered by wheel-barrows it shall be clumped as closely as possible where required, so as to avoid as much as

